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WHY US?
BMW Sycamore Peterborough joined us in 2019 as the Main Sponsor
showcasing their reputable roundel on the forefront of our jersey
"It's a really exciting time and we look forward to supporting the Peterborough Phantoms and growing the
relationship over the coming seasons"
SARAH AGER
SERVICE MANAGER
SYCAMORE BMW PETERBOROUGH

A partnership with the Peterborough DALROD Phantoms is a rewarding experience with significant benefits to
your business. A wide range of customisable opportunities are available, designed to meet YOUR individual
needs!
Take advantage of:
• Branding/Advertising
• PR Exposure
• Social Media Activity
• Product Placement
• Data Capture
• Exclusive Access
• Corporate Entertainment
• Community Engagement
• Networking Opportunities
• An association with a well-established brand

"DALROD UK became the title sponsor of the Phantoms in 2010 and we
haven't looked back since! We chose to sponsor the PHANTOMS as they
bought sporting success to the city and have always competed at a high
level giving us a lot of showcase up and down the country"

"Our association with the Phantoms has benefited us not only locally, but also regionally and nationally with media
coverage. It was important that we aligned ourselves with a successful local brand as we developed our business
in the city. We quickly found this was a good partnership for us with fan interaction on game days and increased
social media coverage. We are proud to continue our sponsorship with the club and look forward to furthering
our prosperous relationship."

©

DAVE LANE
MANAGING DIRECTOR
DALROD UK
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ICE LOUNGE VIP HOSPITALITY BOXES
There is simply nothing to compare with watching all the action, excitement, spills and thrills of a
Peterborough DALROD Phantoms Ice Hockey battle from the comfort of our Ice Lounge.
From the best seats in the house, you will be provided with complimentary tea & coffee throughout
the game as well as a range of confectionary. Food is available to order from our on site Papa John's
and will be delivered straight to the comfort of your box during the game so you don't miss any of the
action. The Ice Lounge also has it's own private bar, exclusively for Ice lounge members.
The Ice Lounge has many different beneficial factors for companies as you can use your visits as an
opportunity to bring clients, guests and network with other sponsors.
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12 Seater GOLD Package - £4000+VAT
26 REGULAR SEASON HOME GAMES
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12 Seater PLATINUM Package - £4800+VAT
OR

26 REGULAR SEASON HOME GAMES
+
PLAY-OFFS & CUP GAMES

UNIQUE ADVERTISING
OPPORTUNITIES
RINK BOARDS

They are unique in the fact they are actually part of the playing surface
for the whole season.
Rink boards are a permanent fixture in Planet Ice Peterborough for the
whole season which has an annual footfall of 120,000. Rink boards are
shown in all official photographs, on our livestream of the game and on
social media, they are a great way to get your brand in front of thousands
of people each week including our passionate fan base.
Starting from £850.00+VAT

SKYLINE BANNERS
Skyline banners are also a permanent fixture in Planet Ice Peterborough
for the whole season which has an annual footfall of 120,000. Skyline
banners are large in size enabling all of our loyal fans the opportunity to
see your branding up on the wall for all home games of the Peterborough
DALROD Phantoms, other hockey games in the Phantoms organisation,
public skating sessions and other Planet Ice events
Starting from £1000.00+VAT

OFFICIAL TEAM CAR SPONSORSHIP
The Official Team cars are the perfect way to get your branding seen
throughout the city as they are used in our schools programme and
at numerous business events. These cars are also displayed at the
forefront of the arena on match nights to enable a high volume of both
home and away fans to see your branding clearly.
Starting from £1000.00+VAT

WEBSITE AND SOCIAL MEDIA SPONSOR
The Official website of the Peterborough DALROD Phantoms is a great
way to showcase your brand to our 200.000 monthly viewers as
you appear on the front page. On average we have 8 articles being put
on our website each week which means that your logo will always be at
the forefront of peoples viewing.
Sponsoring the official social media pages of the Peterborough Phantoms
gives you the unique opportunity to appear in-front of our
thousands of fans each day.
Starting from £2000.00+VAT

UNIFORM
BRANDING
Jersey's
Jersey Branding

Starting from £850.00+VAT

Being on the jersey is the main piece of advertising for your business! Our jerseys are worn for all games
(home and away), all promotional activities and you will be on all replicas sold. With the jersey branding
you aren't just seen on the ice, you're seen off the ice too as our loyal fans sport the Phantoms logo proudly.
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UNIFORM BRANDING
Helmet Branding

Front - £1000.00+VAT
Sides - £500.00+VAT

This unique bit of advertising is a great way to get your brand in front of thousands of people each week. The
branding is present in all images taken, all post game interviews and all social media advertising when using
game images.

Short Cover Branding

Starting from £500.00+VAT

Being on the short cover of the team is a unique advertising spot, and you will be visible at both home and
away games up and down the country. The short covers only have 6 available patches for the 2020/21 season.

Off-Ice Tracksuit Branding

Full Team Tracksuit £2000.00+VAT
Patches £200.00+VAT

Have your logo on the tracksuit for the Phantoms and be present on all away game travel, and all community
appearances from the players.

PLAYER SPONSORSHIP
JERSEY BRANDING
Have your branding on your chosen player's jerseys for the
whole season, these will be worn at all home & away games,
all public appearances and all social media. They are in prime
position on the jersey as your logo will be situated on the
front meaning that you will appear in photographs taken.

SOCIAL MEDIA GIF BRANDING
Have your branding on the most innovative marketing tool we
have! Your logo will appear on the in-game Gif's of your
chosen player every time they score or get a penalty. This is
the most interactive way to get your branding out to
thousands of people nationwide, as our social media accounts
are viewed by teams up and down and country.

Also included in the player sponsorship package is:
- A signed framed jersey
- 1 season ticket for the 2020/21 season
- Access to your player for all promotional needs
- Your player will promote you once a week on social media
- Branding on the Official website
Starting from £750.00+VAT

PHANTOMS IN THE
COMMUNITY
GRASS ROOTS SPORTS PROJECT
The Phantoms have recently introduced the Grass Roots Sports The Grass Roots Sports Project is an innovative
project run as a partnership between the Peterborough Phantoms and BGL. The project is designed to encourage
young children to try a variety of different sports. This is encouraged via an engaging and interactive school
assembly delivered in schools by members of the Peterborough Phantoms community team visiting up to 3
schools per week. The project has teamed up with many of the Cities local prominent sports clubs, who as part
of the project are offering free ‘try and see’ sessions for children to have a go at different sports and be
encouraged to continue to participate and enjoy what the local clubs have to offer.
Between September and April, we visit over 15,000 children in Peterborough, teaching them the importance of
partaking in regular physical activity

BUSINESS TICKET PROMOTIONS
The Phantoms offer unique incentives for local businesses in order to reward employees. We go in to businesses
around the area and offer discounted tickets to our home games, this project is designed to raise our brand
awareness and that of our sponsors, We also use this to introduce new fans to the sport in the hope of adding to
our loyal fan base that already exists.
"We are incredibly proud of the work we do within
The Phantoms carry out many different actions in the
the community from encouraging local children
community in order to support local businesses as well as to partake in sports to helping local charities fundraise."

local charities. The Phantoms have a great link with Sue
Ryder Thorpe Hall and often
assist in their fundraising,
this is an important
partnership for us as we
believe that giving back to
local charities is vital.

Emily Woods
Head of Marketing & Communications
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"Be a part of the most

SUCCESSFUL
team in the city"

WITH OUR CUSTOMISED SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES WE GIVE YOU MORE!

Packages to fit all demographics and budgets
Direct access to thousands of loyal fans annually
Exposure in a variety of different venues including Planet Ice
Peterborough and Vivacity gyms
And many other great benefits...
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